
The successor to the Webb drills, the Seven is a dependable, robust 
and simple machine to operate. A 28 speed chain and sprocket 
drive landwheel shared with the Star and ProAir machines provides 
the positive drive. The single sided chassis is the same as used on 
the Star machine with easy depth adjustment.

Key Features

1 Tough single sided chassis design
2 Floating parallel linkage for consistent depth control
3 Easy depth control via rear wheel quadrant in 2.5mm steps
4 Adjustable rear wheel pressure via spring
5 Single sided mechanical drive
6 12 litre seed hopper



PLANTER TYPE SEED TYPE MULTILINE 
CAPABILITY

HOPPER 
CAPACITY 
(LITRES)

TOOLBAR MINIMUM SEED 
SPACING

MIN/MAX SEED 
SIZE

MIN/MAX 
NUMBER OF 
ROWS PER 
MACHINE

MINIMUM ROW 
SPACING

MINIMUM LINE 
SPACING

APPROX ROW 
UNIT WEIGHT 

(KG)

CELL WHEEL REGULAR 
SHAPED OR 
PELLETED

SINGLE LINE 12 100MM OR 
180MM SQUARE

30MM 1MM/10MM 2-18+ 250MM N/A 58

ROW UNIT 
LENGTH (MM)

DEPTH 
CONTROL

COVERER 
OPTIONS

WHEEL 
OPTIONS

SEED PRESS 
WHEELS 

AVAILABLE

ROW UNIT 
DOWN FORCE 
ADJUSTMENT

REAR WHEEL 
DOWN FORCE 
ADJUSTMENT

DRIVE SYSTEM TRACTOR 
REQUIREMENT

LINKAGE 
CATERGORY

1400 INCREMENTAL 
2.5MM STEPS

ARM STAINLESS 
/ CAGE / 
RUBBER

YES YES YES 12 SPEED 
CHAIN DRIVE

SMALL OR 
LARGE 

TRACTOR

CAT 2

Seven Data Table

WWW.STANHAY.COM TWITTER: @STANHAYWEBB

Place dealer address here:

Cell Wheel Drills
With regular shaped or pelleted seed, the Stanhay cell 
wheel metering unit is unmatched and with the correct 
setup offers near perfect single line performance. With 
few moving parts running costs are low and maintenance 
simple. Originally developed for pelleted Sugar Beet in the 
UK the system is just as effective with a range of other 
pelleted seeds such as lettuce. 

Seed falls from the hopper into a selection chamber which is 
positioned vertically above the cell wheel, here the seeds fill the 
individual cells while the cell wheel and deflector wheels rotate 
anticlockwise. The deflector wheel gently rolls excess seed away 
from the wheel to ensure only one seed per cell. The seed ejection 
point is at the bottom of the unit close to the ground where a 
special ejector plate ensures precise consistent ejection of seed to 
maintain accurate seed spacing.

The metering unit is available in one chassis with two different 
drive options, mechanical and electric drive.
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